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Network analysis and synthesis, in general, continues to
become less time-consuming and complex as a result of the
continued upgrading of large-scale network-analysis computer
programs which allow the circuit designer to economically
and efficiently examine the performance of a circuit during
the various stages of its design, by using a computer rather
than connect the real elements in the laboratory. In this
way the designer can rapidly determine the variations in cir-
cuit response that correspond to changes in circuit param-
eters. Studies can be made of circuits that contain costly
components that may be difficult to obtain. Destructive ex-
citation can be applied to the circuit with no fear of de-
stroying expensive electronic circuit elements. Measurements
that may be difficult to make, and time consuming to instru-
ment, can be made quite simply on the computer. Circuit
connections can be changed rapidly. In many cases the com-
puter can leave the designer with a clearer in-sight into the
operation of the circuit than could be obtained from the
laboratory
.
A major disadvantage of the large-scale network analysis
programs such as the IBM 1620 ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
PROGRAM (ECAP) WITH DISPLAY UNIT which can fulfill the re-
quirement of the design engineer is the vast amount of core
storage as well as the accessories needed. If a large com-
puter is not available to the design engineer, many of the

more sophisticated programs will not be at his disposal.
Additionally, owing to the fact that network synthesis, par-
ticularly filter design, is approached from many aspects de-
pending on the specific application; the small special-purpose
program may provide the required design parameters with the
using of a smaller computer such as the XDS 9300 COMPUTER AND
THE AGT/10 DISPLAY UNIT suplemented by an available large-
scale program in the case of the complicated circuits.
Computer-aided design procedures are exemplified herein
by analysis of the two-port network approached by state vari-
able and solved to get the time response plotted on the
screen of the display unit. The variations in circuit re-
sponse that correspond to changes in circuit parameter are
observed. Additionally the frequency response approached
from the La Place Transform was also determined.
Some aspects of computer programs, the methods to formu-
late the state equations and transfer functions, the corre-
lation of time and frequency response and the frequency
scaling are discussed in this thesis.
Two-port networks as filters are used to illustrate the
analysis and design by using the small-scale computer pro-
grams that provide the output as a time response over a wide
range of the variations of parameters and to investigate the
character of the time response which in some aspects can
predict the character of the frequency response. The comput-
er programs that provide the frequency response plot of the
transfer function in the case of the transfer function in
10





II. COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ANALYSIS

























MAIN PROGRAM CONTROL PARAMETER (COEFFICIENT) of the State
Equations and the curve to be displayed.
SUBROUTINE STEQ Describe the State equations to be computed,
SUBROUTINE RKTA Solve the n-order linear differential equa-
tions .
SUBROUTINE DISPLY1 Plot the result on the CRT of AGT/10.
12

Flow chart for Frequency Response Program
























A. FORMULATING STATE EQUATIONS
The state equations may be obtained from the KVL and
KCL by the use of certain combinations of the loop and node
equations. The state equations are the set of differential




y = a y + a y + + a y +UJ
1 1 1* 1 n J 2 inJ n i
y =a v +a v +....,.+a v +U*2 2 1-M 22^2 * 2il'n 2
v =a y +a y + +a y +U
'n nri n2 J 2 nrn n
The state equation can also be written in matrix notation
[*.] = [A][Y] + [U]
In a passive network (RLC), the state variables are usu-
ally taken to be the capacitor voltages and inductor cur-
rents so that the tree and cotree must be selected such that
the inductances and capacitances are appropriately located.
The following algorithm accomplishes the desired result for
most networks [2].
1. Select a Normal Tree:
a. Put all branches corresponding to voltage sources
and capacitances in the tree. This is possible unless there
are loops containing capacitances and voltage sources only.
b. Put all branches corresponding to current sources
and inductances in the cotree. This is possible unless there
are cut sets containing current sources and inductances only.
c. Put resistances in either tree or cotree.
2. Assign a Symbol (including Polarity) to each Branch:
a. For each branch corresponding to an independent
source use the source symbol.
14

b. For each tree branch corresponding to a capaci-
tance or resistance assign a voltage symbol.
c. For each link corresponding to an inductance or
resistance assign a current symbol.
d. For each branch corresponding to a controlled
source use the control equation to label the branch in terms
of symbols already defined (use only the symbols defined in
a, b and c above not their derivatives or integrals).
3. For each branch of tree use KCL to write the capaci-
tance current as a sum of link currents
Cv = E link currents
c
For each branch of cotree use KVL to write the in-
ductance voltage as a sum of tree branch voltages:
Lij = T. tree branch voltages
4. Solve the equations obtained in step 3 for the re-
sistance voltages and current (v 's and i 's) in terms of
inductance currents and capacitance voltages.
5. Use the step 4 equations to eliminate all resistance
voltages and resistance currents from the step 3 equations.
B. SUBROUTINE STEQ (DY,Y,T,COF)
This subroutine describes the differential equations
(state equations) as well as the coefficients of dependent
variable which are computed or can be changed in the main




Calling Statement: CALL STEQ (DY,Y,T,COF)
DY = The array of derivatives of the dependent variable
Y = The array of dependent variable
T = Independent variable
COF = Coefficient of differential equations (state equa-
tions)
C. RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
Among the existing numerical techniques to solve the dif-
ferential equations such
Runge-Kutta methods have found extensive use in the digi-
tal computation because of the distinguishing properties.
1) They are one-step methods to find y +1 , we need only
the information available at the preceding point, x
, y .* b * ' m' "'m
2) They do not require the evaluation of any derivative
of f(x,y) but only of the function f itself.
3) The truncation error for fourth order Runge-Kutta
method is eT - Kh
5
.
The first property makes it convenient to determine a
solution of the n simultaneous differential equations.
The second property makes this method more practical
than other methods such as Taylor series. However we have
to evaluate f(x,y) for values of x and y. For a small error
property here requires a small step size.
The Runge-Kutta method can be defined by the following




= ym+ ^( k +2k +2k +k )
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= *<v h > V hk)
h = Step Size
D. SUBROUTINE RKTA (DY, Y,NEQ,TINIT, TFINI , YINIT, YX,COF)
This subroutine computes the solution for a set of n
simultaneous first-order differential equations with arbi-
trary initial conditions by a Runge-Kutta fourth order method
and provides the output in matrix form.
Calling statement: CALL RKTA(DY,Y,NEQ,TINIT, TFINI , YINIT,
YX,COF)
DY = The array of derivatives of the dependent vari-
able with the dimension equal to number of de-
pendent variables.
Y = The array of dependent variables.
NEQ = Numbers of equations which must be equal to the
number of dependent variables.
TINIT = Time initial.
TFINI - Time finish.
YINIT = Initial Conditions of dependent variables.
37

YX = Output matrix which has the independent variable
values in column one. The number of columns
equal to n+1. The number of rows are equal to
number of values of the independent variable to
be computed.
COF = Coefficient of differential equation (state equa-
tions) .
NOTE:
Dimension of DYF (Working matrix to find ki , k 2 , k 3 , k^
for each variable must be DYF(5,n).
Dimension of YK (Matrix for kj , k 2 , k 3 , k^ of each vari-
able) must be YK(4,n).
Dimension of YF (Value of dependent variable to find
ym+1 ) must be YF(l,n).
Subroutine STEQ(DY, Y,T,COF) also has to be supplied.
E. FORTRAN GRAPHICAL OPERATION [6]
There are two AGT/lOs which can be connected to the XDS
9300 through a multiplexer and a word interface channel (24
bits parallel transfer) to the XDS 9300 memory. Each AGT/10
is a digital computer with 8K of core storage, two diskpacks,
CRT display, lightpen and function switch inputs, and a
teletypewriter. The AGT/10 is referred to as an "intelligent
terminal" of the XDS 9300 because of the programmable digital
computer it is built around. Use of the AGT/10 as an intel-
ligent terminal of the XDS 9300 requires the use of the XDS
9300 CPU and main memory.
18





















To connect the AGT/10 with the XDS 9300 program "GATED"
is used. The program "GATED" performs three tasks:
1) Refreshes the display screen. The screen is re-
freshed programmatically at about 40 frames per second, as a
background (interrupt drive) task except during data trans-
fers to or from the XDS 9300. During these data transfers
no refreshing is performed.
2) Communicates with the graphics console operator,
hereafter referred to as "operator." GATED uses the display,
teletypewriter, lightpen, and function switches to communi-
cate with the operator. The operator can create data or
edit existing data. During the editing of data the screen
will be refreshed but data will not be transferred between
the AGT/10 and the XDS 9300. Control information is still
passed between the AGT/10 and the XDS 9300.
3) Communicates with the FORTRAN callable graphics sub-
routines in the XDS 9300. These subroutines will be referred
to as a FORTRAN graphics package hereafter. These procedures
allow a FORTRAN program to send data to and retrieve data
from AGT/10. Sending data changes the screen presentation.
Retrieving data does not alter the display. All other oper-
ations stop during these data transfers.
F. FORTRAN GRAPHICS PACKAGE [6]
The graphic package subroutines is divided into two
groups, one for the text, the other for the graphics. Be-
cause the graphics will be used in the computer program
only, this part is concerned with the graphics only.
20

The graphics manipulation subroutines are designed to
allow the graphics blocks of "GATED" to be created in the
XDS 9300 sent to the AGT/10, and retrieved back into the
XDS 9300 when desired.
1. Graphics Initialization Subroutine — DGINIT
This routine must be called before any of the other
graphics subroutines may be called. This routine identifies
a FORTRAN array as the graphics directory, causes GATED, in
the AGT/10, to initialize its graphics directory, and de-
letes all graphics blocks. This causes all the graphics in-
formation on the screen to be erased.
CALL DGINIT ( IDEV, IDIR,NDIR, IERROR)
where:
IDEV is an integer value specifying to the system,
the AGT/10 unit number (1 or 2).
IDIR is the graphics directory (an integer FORTRAN
array)
.
NDIR is the number of words in the graphics direc-
tory.
IERROR is the error flag.
2. Graphics Output Subroutine — GRAPHO
This routine outputs a graphics block to the speci-
fied AGT/10 and updates the graphics directory for the spec-
ified AGT/10.
CALL GRAPPIO ( IDEV
,




IDEV is the value specifying AGT/10 unit number
(1 or 2).
IMAGE is the address of the first word of the graphic
data array (array name) to output. This word
is more convenient to use than the special
routines which will be described later.
NWORD is the number of words in the graphic data
block.
IBLK is the graphic data block number.
IERROR is the error flag.
3. Graphic Output With Response Subroutine — GRAPHR
This routine does exactly the same thing that GRAPHO
does and in addition it causes "GATED" to go into the graphic
edit mode for the graphic block that is in the output. This
routine returns to the calling program as soon as "GATED"
enters the edit mode. No graphic input occurs.
CALL GRAPHR ( IDEV , IMAGE , NWORD , I BLK , IERROR
)
where the parameters have the same meaning as in the call to
GRAPHO
.
4. Graphic Input Subroutine — GRAPHI
This routine inputs a graphic block from the speci-
fied AGT/10 to the designated array.
CALL GRAPHI ( IDEV, IMAGE, IBLK, IERROR)
where
:




IMAGE is the name where the graphic data block is
to be placed.
IBLK is the graphic data block number.
IERROR is the error flag.
G. SPECIAL ROUTINES [6]
There are three routines which enable the user to create
and use graphic blocks more easily. The first two routines,
IHEAD and IPACK, are functions which construct the image
array words. The third routine, UNPACK, is a subroutine that
breaks out the X, Y and DM fields of the image array words
for use as the FORTRAN variable.
1. Create Header Word - IHEAD
A FORTRAN function which is typically used as follows:
IMAGE (1) = IHEAD (IDSH,INT)
where:
IDSH is the dash/solid control. If IDSH = the
INT is the entensity. The value of INT ranges from to 10.
The value corresponds to no intensity. The values 1 through
10 are approximately linear changes in intensity where 10
corresponds to maximum intensity and 1 corresponds to 10% of
maximum intensity.
The IHEAD function fills in the header word (first
word of the IMAGE array) with the proper data.
2. Create Image Word - IPACK
A FORTRAN function which is typically used as follows:




X contains the value of X. for the particular image
point (word).
Y contains the value of Y. for the particular image
point (word).
IDM contains a one or a zero to denote a draw or a
more respectively. Draw intensifies the line move does not.
X and Y may be integer or real value with the follow-
ing ranges:
RANGES for the 20" by 20" DRAWING AREA
X or Y as INTEGER -2048
_< X, Y < + 2047
X or Y as REAL -2.0 < X, Y £ + 2.0
RANGES for the 10" by 10" VIEWING AREA
X or Y as INTEGER -1024 < X, Y <_ + 1024
X or Y as REAL -1.0 < X, Y< +1.0
The purpose of this function is to do the following:
1) Take the value of X and put it in bits 0-10.
2) Set bit 11 to zero.
3) Take the value of Y and put it in bits 12-22.
4) Set bit 23 to the value of IDM.
5) Take the 24 bit word just formed and store it in
IMAGE(I).
H. SUBROUTINE DISPLY1 ( IDEV, YX, NCUR, II , Jl , 12 , J2
)
This subroutine obtains the matrix to be plotted from the
main program and to plot the appropriate data on the screen
of the CRT display. This subroutine provides the grids and
:m

frame in order to concurrently interpret the values of the
curves; two curves can be plotted at one time.
CALL DISPLY1 ( IDEV, YX,NCUR, II, Jl , 12 , J2)
where:
IDEV is an integer value specifying to the system,
the AGT/10 unit number (1 or 2).
NCUR is number of curves in one plot (1 or 2).
YX is the matrix of data to be plotted.
S






is the number of the column to be plotted on the
X-axis of curve 1.
is the number of the column to be plotted on the
Y-axis of curve 1.
is the number of the column to be plotted on the
X-axis of curve 2.
is the number of the column to be plotted on the
Y-axis of curve 2.
I. SUBROUTINE DISPLY2 ( IDEV , DBM , WL, SCALE
)
This subroutine provides the plot on the screen of the
display unit in log scale.






IDEV is an integer value specifying to the system,
i the AGT/10 unit number (1 or 2).
: DBM is the array which will be plotted on Y-axis.
WL is the array which will be plotted on X-axis.
SCALE is the scale for Y-axis.
SUBROUTINE ILLUSTRATION
SUBROUTINE RKTA in Appendix A
SUBROUTINE DISPLY1 in Appendix B
SUBROUTINE DISPLY2 in Appendix C.
26

II. COMPUTER METHODS FOR CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
A. TIME-DOMAIN
The Kirchhoff voltage law (KVL) gives a summation of
terms of the following three kinds: [4]
Ri(t), l£ffi^ , ^ / i(t)dt, and M^ 1^v '
' dt C dt
Similarly, the Kirchhoff current law (KCL) gives a sum-











M - Mutual Inductance
i(t) - Current as function of time
v(t) - Voltage as function of time
By using the terms above and the technique to formulate
the state equations from the given circuit are as described
before
.
The state equations then must be described in the sub-
routine STEQ in which the coefficient of the dependent vari-
able (value of R,L,C) is controlled by the main program for
the purpose of determining the effect of the response of the
circuit in the time domain when the value of the o li-monts <.->\'
27

the circuit changed. Subroutine RKTA then solves the state
equations by the control of the main program. Subroutine
DISPLY1 then plots the curve of the time-response on the
screen of display unit (AGT/10). This is controlled by the
main program.
B. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
Approached by the method of Laplace Transforms [4]
JL i(t) =
o
/i(t)e~ st dt = I(s)
^^P = sl(s)-i(0+ )
tfC /i(t)dt = ^4^- + i /i(t)dt,
t=0
Neglecting initial conditions, the terms for KVL are:
RI(s), Lsl(s) and — I(s)
and the terms for KCL are:
^^-, Csl(s) and ± V(s)
By using the terms above and the loop equations or node
equations the transfer function can be formulated in the
s-domain.
The main program for frequency response is realized by
substituting jw for s and evaluating the response of the
transfer function at different values of w. Subroutine
DISPLY2 is then used to plot the frequency response with log
scale on the screen of the display unit (AGT/10).
28
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Equation (3) and (4) are state equations.
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Loop I
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Substitute i 3 = iL2 in (2)






dt L„ L o L, L,2 2 2 2
From (4)
dv i T A iT
ci _ LI , L2
dt ' Ci C!
From (3)
dv i Tc 2 _ L2
dt " C 2
The State-equations are:
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Output voltage
V = v + V
2
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Loop I
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V 2 (s) = (R 2 +L 2 S)I 2 (s)
=
(Ri+L 1 S)(R 2 +L 2 S)V 1 (s)
A
Transfer function









Lj = 1 henry,
R2 = 1 ohm
C 2 = 1 farad
L2 = 1 henry
Unit Step input
S 3 +2S 2 +S
V 2 (s) = S 4 +2S 3 +4S 2 +3S+;L
S(S+1)'
(S+0.5± jl.538)(S+0.5± jO.362)
0.585-J0.19 0.585+J0.19 -.085+J.117 -.085-J.117
S+.5-J1.538 S+.5+J1.538 S+.5-J.362 S+.5+J.362
1.17(S+0.5) .379(1.538) 17(S+.5)
(S+.5) 2 +(l. 538)2 (S+.5)2+(l. 538)2 (S+. 5) 2 +( . 362) 2
229(.362)
(S+.5) 2 + (.362) :
v 2 (t) = 1.17e -° cos(1.538t)+.379e sin(1.538t)
-.17e cos(.362t)-.229e * OL sin( . 362t
)
- 1.22e~ -5t cos(1.538t+17.9)+0.2S5e~' 5tcos(.362t+53.4)
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0, 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 Time (sec)
Figure 1
Time Response
Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = 1 ohm
CI = 1 farad, C2 = 1 farad
Computer program in Appendix D.l













Frequency Response for Lowpass Filter
Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = 1 ohm
CI = 1 farad, C2 = 1 farad
Computer program in Appendix D.3











Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = 1 ohm
LI = 1 henry, L2 = 1 henry
Computer program in Appendix E.l












Frequency Response for Highpass Filter
Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = l ohm
LI = 1 henry, L2 = 1 henry
Computer program in Appendix E.3







2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Figure 5
Time Response
Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = 1 ohm
CI = 1 farad, C2 = 1 farad
LI = 1 henry, L2 = 1 henry
Computer program in Appendix F.l












Frequency Response for Bandpass Filter
Rl = 1 ohm, R2 = 1 ohm
CI = 1 farad, C2 = 1 farad
LI = 1 henry, L2 - 1 henry
Computer program in Appendix F.3











Rl = 0.05 ohm, R2 = 0.05 ohm
CI = 1 farad, C2 = 1 farad
LI = 1 henry, L2 = 1 henry












Rl = 0.05 ohm,
CI = 1 farad,
LI = 1 henry,
R2 = 0.05 ohm
C2 = 1 farad
L2 = 1 henry





Rl = 4 ohm,
CI = 1 farad,




R2 = 4 ohm
C2 = 1 farad
L2 = 1 henry
10.0
Time (sec)












Rl = 4 ohm,
CI = 1 farad,
LI = 1 henry,
R2 = 4 ohm
C2 = 1 farad
L2 = 1 henry
Computer printout in Appendix F.8
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E. CORRELATION OF TIME AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE
From the time response of the two-port network as a fil-
ter some aspects of the transfer function in s-domain can be
determined that lead to the frequency response of the net-
works by the concept of
H(s) * H(jw) ——•> Magnitude of the Fourier Transform
Some aspects of the time response of the two-port network
to the unit step input that indicate the form of the trans-







Configuration of resistive network in Time domain
From the time response (output waveform) it is immedi-
ately seen that the network is a resistive network. The
transfer function of the network has no poles or zeros.
Gain alone exists, so this network's response to any fre-
quency is the same.
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For an output waveform that looks such as that in Figure
12(b), the transfer function of the network has one real
pole, no zeros and the time constant can be obtained by
time constant = —
1
1
where ti = time when output = 0.6321 of input.
The location of the pole is recognized as equivalent to
time constant, and the network must have the characteristics
of a low-pass filter which has the cut-off frequency (w/sec)
at the location of pole.
For the output waveform such as in Figure 12(c) the knee
indicates that the transfer function has more than one pole
so the drop in magnitude as the frequency exceeds the cut-
off frequency faster. The bandwidth can be determined in
general from the shorter the settling time the wider the
bandwidth and vise versa.
For an output waveform such as in Figure 13(b) with no
undershoot the transfer function of the network can be de-
termined to have one real pole and one zero at zero fre-
quency. The time constant can be obtained by




where ti = time when output = 0.3679 of input.
The location of pole is recognized as equal to the time
constant, and the network must have the characteristic of a
high pass filter which has the cut-in frequency (w/sec) at
the location of the pole. So the shorter the time-constant




Configuration of Lowpass Filter in Time-domain
Volt
Fig. 12(a) Input Time
Volt
6321
Fig.' 12(b) Output Time
Volt




Configuration of Highpass Filter in Time-domain
Volt
1 I









For an output waveform such as in Figure 13(c) the under-
shoot indicates that the transfer function has more than one
zero so the increase in magnitude with frequency before cut-
in frequency is steeper. The peak of the undershoot also
indicates the location of another pole. The more undershoot
the smaller the value of the frequency of the pole.
Figure 14(b) shows the output waveform with oscillation
and damping. The transfer function of the network in the
simplest contains a pair of complex poles. The imaginary




where f = frequency in Hertz
T = period of one oscillation
w = frequency in radian/sec.
The real part of the poles can be determined by considering




M. = Magnitude at time t i
* 1
M = Magnitude at time t 2t 2
t 2 is apart from t x by period of one oscillation T




Configuration of Bandpass Filter in Time-domain
Volt







Because the transfer function of the network is deter-
mined to have complex poles; the network must have the
character of a bandpass filter with the peak frequency re-
sponse as the oscillation frequency in the time response and
the bandwidth of the filter depend on the damping factor.
The smaller the value of damping factor, the narrower the
bandwidth of the filter.
A time response such as in Figure 14(c) indicates that
there is more than one frequency of oscillation. Therefore,
the transfer function of the network must have more than one
pair of complex poles, however the dominant poles have the
most effect, so the method that is described above can be
used as an approximation without too much error.
E. DESIGN PROCEDURES
From a circuit the state equations can be formulated
along with the transfer functions in the s-domain. Then the
computer programs are used to present the time response of
the network on the screen of the display unit. The computer
program recomputes and presents the display every time the
elements of the networks are changed in value. Thus the ef-
fect on the time response due to the change in values of the
elements can be investigated. For two-port networks (as
filters) some aspects of the time response as described in
the previous section are used to approach the frequency re-
sponse by changing the value of the elements of the network.
Thus the time response waveform can be reshaped to have the
aspect that indicates the frequency response. This includes
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the bandwidth, cut-off frequency, etc. If the transfer func-
tion of the network in the s-domain is available the computer
program is used to get the frequency response presented on
the display.
Sometimes it is not convenient to compute with actual
circuit values the responses needed. Then the network may
be frequency scaled.
1. Frequency- Scaling [2]
A frequency-scaled network will exhibit the same
characteristics at frequency w' = kw that the original net-
work exhibited at frequency w; if each element in the fre-
quency-scaled network behaves at the new frequency w' = kw
the way the original element behaved at frequency w. There-
fore, to frequency-scale a network by a factor of k, we must
frequency-scale each element that is affected by frequency
with a factor of k.
Element Value Element Value




2. Magnitude- Sea ling [2]
A network is to be impedance-scaled by a factor of k
if each impedance in the network is scaled by a factor of k.
Since the impedance of a resistance is R, impedance-scaling
a resistance corresponds to scaling the resistance by a
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factor of k. The impedance for an inductance is jwL. Hence,
impedance-scaling an L-henry inductance corresponds to scal-
ing the inductance by a factor of k. On the other hand, the
impedance of a C-farad capacitance is 1/jwC. Hence, imped-
ance-scaling a C-farad capacitance corresponds to scaling
the capacitance by k-1 .
Element Element Element Impedance Element Value
Value Impedance After Impedance-Scaling After Impedance-













For example in the design of the bandpass filter use
the value of R in order of an ohm, C in order of a farad, L
in order of a henry. By using the method described above
the peak frequency can be obtained along with the bandwidth
as a percentage of peak frequency.





The use of small-scale programs that are designed to pro-
vide an output over a wide range of parameter variations can
sometimes be as effective as the large-scale programs. Plot-
ting of the output waveform can be interpreted easily be-
cause the scales can be changed. Design problems can be
handled as long as the circuit is not too complicated. For
the complicated circuit, the state equations and the trans-
fer functions are difficult to formulate. Then it is neces-
sary to use the large-scale program to get the state-equations
and also the transfer function.
The possibility of modification of the small-scale pro-
grams to make them useful to secure the solutions of larger
networks exists. In addition, programs may be used to se-
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TIME RESP9NSE OF LOWPASS FILTER
Rl=1.000 R2=1.000 Cl=l«0O0 C2=l«000
T 1 ME = .oooocooo 0UTPUT VOLTAGE= tOOOOOOOO
T] ME = 0500COOO OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .00118958
T] ME = 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .00453175
T] MT = 15000000 OUTPUT V0LTAGE= .00971891
T] ME = 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGF= .01648202
Tl hE a 25000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .02458588
Tl ME = 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .03382492
T] ME = 350CC00C 8UTPUT VOLTAGE= .04401957
Tl ME = .40000000 BUTPUT V9LTA3E= .05501306
Tl ME = 45000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .06666861
Tl V E = 5000000C OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .07886694
T] ME = 55000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .09150414
Tl ME = 60000000 OUTPUT VQLTAGE= .10448973
Tl ME = 65000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .11774506
Tl ME = 70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .13120179
7 1 ME = 75000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs . 14480062
Tl yF = £0000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 15849021
Tl ME = S5000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .17222613
T] ME = 90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGF= •18597005
Tl ME = 95000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .19968896
T] ME B i < 0000 ('urn j t V8LTAGE= .21335449
T] hE = 1. 05000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .22694237
T] ME = 1
.
10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .24043187
Tl MF = 1. 1500C00C OUTPUT VaLTAGE= .25380538
T] yr = 1. P000C0C0 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .26704803
Tl hE= 1« 25000000 OUTPUT V0LTAGE= .28014730
Tl ME = 1 ( 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .29309276
Tl M[T 3 1. 35000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .30587578
Tl ME = 1 - 40000000 OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .31848933
Tl MC"s 1 4500CC00 OUTPUT V0L1AGE= .33092774
Tl ME 3 1 50C00000 OUTPUT VBLTAGE= .34318652
T 1 "^T: \ .55000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .35526225
T yr = 4I .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .36715240
T :me= 1 .65000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .37885521
T »c.= i 7 0000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs •39036963
T v-r = l .75000000 output. V3LTAGE= . 40169516
T yr - l .30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .41283133
T v
•.-
= l .S5000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .42378009
T : i i r = i .90000000 OUTPU i VOLTAGEs .43454079
T :me= 1 .95000000 output VOLTAGEs .44 511507
T ! M E = p .00000000 OJTPJT VOLTAGE= . 45550435
T >f: 2 .05000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .46571028
T ! M E = p . 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .4757^*73




.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .49524733
T [ y. e = p .'""': 0000 rPUT VOLTAGEs .50473990





1 ITPUT VOLTAGEs .52320932
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Tl yr a 2. 40000000 0UTPJT V8LTAGE= « 53219137
Tl ME" 2, 45000000 8'JTPUT VOLTAGE= « 54100755
T] wr = p 50000000 SUTP'JT VOLTAGE= 54966131
Tl M E s 2. 55C0C000 BUTPUT VOLTAGE= 55815493
T] ME = 2. 60000000 8'JTPUT VOLTAGE= . 56649099
Tl *E = p
,
65000000 8UTPUT VSLTAGEs < 57467211
T] ME = 2« 70000000 OUTPUT V8LTAGE= 58270087
T] ^E = 2. 75000000 8'JTPUT VOLTAGE= 59057956
Tl me = p, E oooocoo BUTPUT VOLTAGEs , 59831165
T] MT: P, 85000000 8UTPJT V0LTAGE= 60589S51
T] M E = 2- 90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= 61334386
Tl yr = r1 % 35000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGEs . 62064933
Tl Ucr = 3. 00000000 8UTPJT VSLTAGE= 62781770
Tl ME = 3. 05000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGE' 63485142
T] vtr = 3. 10000000 8UTPUT VOLTAGEs , 64175293
Tl ME = 3
«
150C0000 9UTPUT VQLTAGE= . 64852462
Tl yr = 3 20000000 8UTPUT VOLTAGEs . 65516886
Tl ME = 3 , 25000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGE= 66168799
Tl ME = 3. 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 66808429
T] ME = 3. 35000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGEs 67436003
T] ME = 3< 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 68051743
Tl ME = 3 < 45000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 68655870
Tl ME = 3. 50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .69248597
T] ME = 3 55000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs ,.69830138
T] ME = 3 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .70400701
Tl ME = *3 j 65000000 BUTPUT VOLTAGEs 70960490
Tl ME = 3
«
70000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGEs 71509708
Tl vp = 3 , 75000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 72048551
Tl ME 3 3, 80000000 output VQLTAGE= « 72577214
Tl ME = 3, 85000000 output VOLTAGEs .73095889
Tl ^E = 3 90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 73604762
Tl ME = o , 95000000 output VOLTAGEs 74104017
Tl ME S ;+
.
00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 74593837
Tl ME = 4. 05000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 75074397
Tl ME = 4i 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs . 75545873
r M E = 4. 15000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .76008435
Tl ME = if < 2000000C OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .76462251
T
1
*E B 4. 2500C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 7fo907487
T! ME = 4. 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 77344304
T, M r = 4 350C0C0C BUTPUT VOLTAGEs 77772S61
T KT - 4 4CC0000C OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .78193313
T ' tf £ = 4 .45000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .78605815
T :me= 4 .50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .79010515
T M.r = 4 .55 000000 ejTpjT VOLTAGEs .79407561
T :me= <+ 600000CO OUTPUT VOLTAGEs 179797098
T 1 vtr - 4 .65000000 SUTPJT VOLTAGEs .80179263
T [ME = 4 .7 0000000 e 'Fpjt VOLTAGEs .80554209
T
! ME a h .75000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .80922059
T [ v,r = u •80CCOOOO e ITPUT VOLTAGE= .81282951
T ! 1v,r = h . =!5000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .81637016
T !'• ' = k .90000QOO OUTPUT VOLTAGEs . ?19S ;*3:?5
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TIME RFSP8NSE 8F HIGHPASS FILTER
Rl«l»00i3 R2=1.000 [_1 = 1.0CO L2=1.00(3
TIME" .00000000 OUTPUT VOL,TAGE = 1.00000000
TIKE" .C200C00O output VOLTAGE" .94157237
TIME* .04000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .88618175
TIME" .06000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .83367280
TIKE" .08000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .78389808
TIKE" .10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .73671769
TIME* .12000000 QUT°UT VOLTAGE" .69199855
TIKE" .14000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .64961559
TIME" .16000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .60944834
TIME- .13000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .57138365
TIME" .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .53531385
TIKE" .22000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .50113677
TIME = .24000000 OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .46875545
TIME" .26000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE
=
.43807789
TIME" .28000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .40901679
TIME = .30000000 OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .38148928
TIME" .32000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .3554167'+
TIME" .34000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .33072457
TIME" .36000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .30734196
TIME" .38000000 OUTPUT V8LTAGE= .28520174
TIME = .40000000 t..; U 1 r U i veLTAGE" .26424013
TIME" .42000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .24439665
TIME" .44000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .22561389
TIME" .46000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .20783736
TIME" .4S000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .19101537
TIME" .50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .17509885
TIME" .52000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .16004127
TIME" .54000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .14579844
TIME= .56000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .13232844
TI^E = .58000000 OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .11959151
TIME" .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .10754988
TIME" .62000000 9UTPU1 VOLTAGE" .09616775
TIME" .6^000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .08541113
TIME" .66000000 6UTPUT VOLTAGE" .07524777
TIME" .68000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .06564707
TI k/ E = .70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .05657998
TIME" .72000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .04501895
TT^F = .74000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .03993783
T IME" .76000000 OUTPUT V8L.TAGE" .03231132
TIME" .7 8000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .02511736
TIME" .80000000 OUTPUT V8LTAGE" .01833213
TIME" .82000000 0UTPU1 VOLTAGE" .01193492
TIME" .84000000 B ;T^ !T VOLTAGE" .00590563
Tl^r = .86000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" •00^22516
TIME" , • 3000000 euTPUi VOLTAGE* -.00512460
time:- .900000 9UTPUT VOLTAGE" -.01016051
TIME" .920000 0( 91 TPU1 V8LTAGE -.014 89980
TIME" .94000000 9UTPUT V8LTAGE" -.01935703
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- FREQUENCY RESPONSE eF HIQHP'ASS FILTER
R1=1.00C R2=1.000 Ll s l«000 L2»l«000














. 1318^674 .016406412 -35.69972750
.134896288 .017135676 -35.32197506
•138038426 ,017895434 -34,94515511
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TI^E RESPONSE OF BANDPASS FILTER
1 = 1.000 R2-1.000 C1»1»000 C2=L000 Ll*l«000 L.2 = 1.000
TIME* .00000000 .6UTPUT VOLTAGE* 1.00000000
TIKE 8 .10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .58552083
TIME* .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .94430088
TIME* .30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .87992873
TIMEs .40000000 OUT p UT VOLTAGE* .79623830
TIME* .50000000 6UTPUT V9LTAGE= .69718895
T I v E = .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .58675407
TIME* .70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .46381992
TI M E = .80000000 OUTPUT VBLTAGE= .34709630
TIME* .90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .22504029
TI"E = 1.00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .10579347
TIME* 1.10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.00786688
TI M E = 1.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.11356292
TIME* 1.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.20933797
TIME* 1.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.29366573
TIME* 1*50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.36544778
TIME* 1.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.42400070
TIME* 1.70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.46903408
TIME* 1.80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.50062068
TIME* 1.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.51916055
TIME* 2.00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.52534023
TIME= 2.10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.52008874
TIME* 2.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.50453176
TIME* 2.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.47994509
TIME* 2.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.44770896
TIMP* 2.50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.40926395
TIME* 2.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.36606959
TIME* 2.70000000 OUTPUT veLTAGE* -.31956648
TIME* 2.80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.27114236
TIMF* 2.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.22~'1C277
TIME* 3.00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.17364654
TIME* 3.10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.12684616
TIME* 3.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.08263327
TIME* 3.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.04178890
TIME* 3.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.00493843
TIVE* 3.50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .02744909
TIME* 3.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .05505775
TIME* 3.70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .07771807
TIME* 3.8C000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .09539722
TIME* 3.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .10818693
TIME* f. 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .11623934
TIME= 4.10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .12000147
TIME* 4,20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .11969390
T!~ r ~ t* 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .11581898
TIME* 4.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .10884410
Tl-r= 4.5C000C0C OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .09928547
TIKE* 4.60000000 0UTPU1 VOLTAGF" .08766776
TIME' 4,70000000 0UTPU1 VOLTAGE" .07451477
88

TI^E = 4.80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .06033661
TIME = 4.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .04561833
TIME 8 5.0000C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .03C81C34
TIME = 5 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .01632055
TIME* 5.2000CQ00 OUTPUT V9LTAGE= .00250837
TIME* 5.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.01031959
TIME = 5.-40000000 8UTPUT V9LTAGE= -.02191201
TIME = 5. q 0C0C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.03207332
TIME = 5.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.04066562
TIME = 5.70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.04760175
TIMF = 5.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.05284732
TIMF = 5.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.05641410
TIME* 6.00000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.05835578
TIME = 6.1C0C0000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.05876257
TIME = 6.20000000 SUTPUT VBLTAGE= -.05775543
TIME = 6.3000000C OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.05548007
TIME = 6.400CC000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.05210091
TI^E = 6.50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.04779520
TIME = 6.60000000 OUTPUT V0LTAGE= -.04274727
tivf = 6.70C00000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.03714330
TIME = 6.80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.03116640
TIME = 6*90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.0249°234
T IHE» 7.00000000 OUTPUT V U U ' /"> U L. - - t 0187S583
TIME- 7* 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.01269741
TIME 8 7.200CC000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.00686104
TIME = 7.30000000 8UTPUT VOLTAGEs -.00139230
TIME = 7.40000000, OUTPUT VOLTAGE' .00361280
TIME = 7.50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .00807834
time* 7.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= •01 194353
TIME' 7.70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .01518721
TIME = 7, p, 0000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .01777692
tivf; = 7.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .01971757
TIME" 3. 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .02102484
TIME = B. lOCOOCOO OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .02172330
TIME = 8.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .02186939
TIME* 8.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .02149928
TIME = 3.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs. .03^67671
TIME 8 3 -50000000 OUTPUT V0L1AGE= .01946582
TIME = 8.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .01799407
TIME = 8.70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .01615025
1 IME = 3.80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .01418271
TIME = 8.90000000 OUTPUT VBLTAGE= .01209764
TIME = 9. 000 COO 30 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .00995775
TIME = 9*10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs .007820^7
TIME = 9.20000000 ". TPUT VOLTAGE= .00579951
TlME = 9.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .00375916
TI^E = 9.40000000 OUTPUT VOL T AGE= .00131870
1 IMF" 9.5COOC . OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .00024968
TIME = 9.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE: -.00122369
TIME" 9.70C00000 : T ~ J t VOLTAGE* -•002" S 4 '• 3
n w£» 9.; ::::ooc • ITPUT \ QLT/ GE» -.003522 4
TIW = 9 ,ooOOOOOC H'JTPJT VOLTAGE" -. D0433452
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TIKE RESPONSE SF BANDPASS FILTER
Rl = .050 Ra= .050 Cl=1.00C C2=1.000 L1=1.00C L2=1.000
TIME* •cococooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 1-.00000000
TlME-= .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* «.94073253
TIKE* .40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .76996910
TIME* .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .50679503
TIKE* .30000000 qut d ut VOLTAGE* .17936854
TI^E* 1 .00000030 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - -17564639
TI^E = 1 .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .52178977
TIKE* 1 .4Q000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -..82177023
TIME* 1-.60CC0000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -1..043772C2
TIME* I ,.30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -1 .16421242
TIME* o
,
-oooccooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -1..17011839
TIKE* 2< 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -1. 06038519
TIKE* C .40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* --.84579804
TIME* 2. 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .54782626
TIME = 2. 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -..19632632
TINE* 3--ooocoooc OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .17359845
TIME* 3 i 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* i.52524930
TIME* 3 <.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= . 82411279
TIKE* —
\
600C0C00 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 1- 04137941
tike* 3. 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 1. 15683974
T T Mtr-
1 * I -
a
• 000 OUT D UT VOLTAGE* 1. 16086555
TINE* 4 , 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 1. 0552S05S
TIME* 4 , 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* . 85304252
TIKE* 4. 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 57678096
TIME* 4. 8O0CC00C OUTPUT VOLTAGE= .25635393
TIME* Cj 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.-07431473
tike* 5. 2C0CC000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -..38078333
TIME* _' .40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .63165527
TI^E = 5
.
.60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -..80178902
TIME* K .80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .87482699
tike* 6 .00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .84473927
TIME* 6 .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - •71657684
TIME = 6 .40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - .50534363
TIME* .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .23481351
TIME* £ 1 - *J v .' J V/ J ^. OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .06527302
TINE* 7 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .36230986
TIME* 7 .20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .62424237
T I r- L = 7 -4000CG00 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .82289457
TIME* 7 6OCOC0C0 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -93686343
TIKE* 7 .aococooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .95368520
TIME* e .OOOOOOOC OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .87105715
TI,vr = p 20CC00CC OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .69699736
1 IME» 3 .40000CC0 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .44893645




? dc:'CCx OUTPUT VOLTAGE* - . 16439S58
time* :) •oooococo r'UTP'UT VOLTAGE* - .46? 126: 6
TIME' 9 •20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" - . 72915 18*
TIKE* 9 •40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEa - .92185458
96

IKE* 6O0CC00C 6UTPUT VOLTAGE" -1. 02777274
IME* 9, 83000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -1.037426C0
IMF* 10. OOOOCCOO OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -•95119826
IME* 10. 20CC0000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.77919506
IME* 10. 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.54010110
I
V E = 1Q. 600CC0C0 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.25916593
IME S 10. 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .03446565
IME = 11. 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .31079623
IME = 11. '20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .54207367
IME* 11. 4000C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .70562395
IME* 11'. 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .78612913
IME" 11. 800000C0 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .77712108
IME" ia< 00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* •68154463
IME" is. 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .51134159
IME" 12. 4C000QCC OUTPUT VOLTAGE* 28610864
IME" 12. 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .03097721
IME = 12. 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.22605764
IME* 12. oooccooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.45707765
IME* 12. 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGF= -.63714445
IME* 13. 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.74686555
IME* 13. 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.77436129
IME* 13. RCOOOCCO OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.71643531
I ME = 14. COOOOOCO OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.57883522
I
M F * 14, 20CC0000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.37558557
IME* 14, 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.12747080
TWF: 14. 60000000 U T P U T VOLTAGE* •14016669
IME" 14, 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* •40007945
IMF." 15, oooooooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .62594042
IME* 15. 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .79504743
IME* 15- 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .89062895
I MPs 15, 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .90351665
IME* 15, 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* •83301852
IME* 16- oooooooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .68691031
IME* 16, 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .48055466
IMF* If, 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .23524774
IME" 16- 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.02402853
IME" 16, 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGF* -.27121076
IME* 17. oooooooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.48184240
IME* 17, 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.63556814
IMF" 17 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.71817866
T tJC - 17 ,60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.72299955
IMF* 17 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.65148760
i
v
r = 18 -cccccooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.51298114
I
W E = IS ,20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.32363885
IMF" IS ,40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -. 10468515
IME" IS •60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .11984973
IME* 18 i 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .32565600
IMF* 19 •OOOOOOOO OUTPUT VOLTAGE" •49 r 67327
i " r = 1"
.20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .59736079
IMP* 19 .4C DO 00 00 OUTPUT V6LTAGE«s .63447680
I ME * 12 .60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" #59818798
IME" 19 .800CC 0( OUTPUT VOLTAGE* .49240094
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TI^e RESPONSE QF BANDPASS FILTER
Rl=4»0C0 R2=4.000 C1»1«0C0 C2*1.000 Ll=1.000 L2«1.000
TIME = OOOOCOOO 6JTPUT VOLTAGE" 1.00000000
TIME" 1COOOOOO OUTPUT VOlTAGE= .98683333
TINE" 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .95362691
TIME" 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .90771528
TIME* 4oocoocc OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .85429405
TIME" 50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .79701128
TIME" 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .73839788
TIME* 70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .68018055
TIME" 800C000C OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .62350915
TIME" 9000C00C OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .56912173
TIME" 1. 00000000 9UTPUT VOLTAGE" .51746412
TIME" 1. 10000COO OUTPUT V9LTAGE" •46877650
TIME" 1 . 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .42315590
TIME = 1« 30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .38060125
TIME" 1. 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .34104563
TIMF" 1. 5C0CC000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .30437945
TIKE" 1.•60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .27046681
TIME" 1. 70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .23915711
TIME" 1 -80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" •21029311
TIME" 1<.90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .18371651
TIME* p r\ .*> r\ r\ r*. f> r\ r*i OUTPUT VOLTAGE" * 15927170
TIME = 2 -10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .13680822
TIME" O •20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .11618232
TIME" 2.•30000000 OoTPUT VOLTAGE" .09725781
TIME" 2 .^0000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .07990654
TIME" 2 •50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .06400847
TIME" 2 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .04945162
TIME" 2 .70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .03613180
TINE" p •800CC00C OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .02395231
TIME = 2 •90000000 9UTPJT VOLTAGE" .01282351
TIME" 3 .00000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" .00266249
TIME" *d . 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.00660741
TIME = 3 •20000000 9^TPUT V8LTAGE" -.01505699
TIME" 3 .30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.02275162
TIME" -< 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.02975156
TIME* 3 .5000C000 8UTPUT VOLTAGE" -.03611241
TIME" 3 .60000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.04188542
TIME" 3 .70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.04 71178 2
TIME" < .80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.05185311
TIME = 3 .90000000 8UTPUT VOLTAGE" -.05613139
TIME 3 if •00000000 eUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.05998958
TIME' '» .10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.06346167
TI^E" i* .20000000 OUTPUT VBLTAG r = -.06657900
TIME* <t .30000000 B'JTPUT VOLTAGE" -.069370^0
TIMF" < 40C0C000 ITPUT VOLTAGE" -.C71P6242
TIME" <+ . 5 " "• ; C eUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.07407950
TIME* '+ •60000000 SUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.076C4U6
TIME" ^ 70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE" -.07777711
102

IKE» 4« 30C0C000 OUTPUT VQLTAGE= -.07929744
IME = 4. OOOOCOOO 8UTPUT V8LTAGE= -.08C62269
IME = 5 < oooocooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.08176904
IME» 5< 10000000 8UTPUT VOLTAGE^ -.08275135
JVC a 5. 20C00090 OUTPUT VOLTAGE' -.08353334
IME = 5 « 30O0C00O OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.08427759
IME-= 5 < oooocooo OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.08484571
IME = 5 i 50C00000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.03529837
IKE = r* 60900000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.08564539
IME = 5. 70000000 OUTPUT V8LTAGE= -.08589583
I ME* 5 < 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08605798
IME = 5< 900CC000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.03613951
IME = z ccooccoo 8UT DUT VOLTAGEs -.08614745
I
Mr = 6. 1C00C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.03608829
JMT = 6. 2000000C OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08596798
J VF- 6. 3000C000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.03579199
IME = 6- 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08556538
IME = 6. 50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.08529278
I ME = A , 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08497845
IME» 6< 70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08462630
IME = 6 < 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08423995
I ME = 6. 90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE' -.08382270
IME = 7. COOOOCOO OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.08337759
IME = 7. 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08290743
IME = 7. 2C000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.08241479
I i i r. - 7.
'j r\ r\ r\ n r> r\ r\ O. |TP| ITUV 1 1 W I VOLTAGEs - * 03190202
I MF = 7« 40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.081 37129
IME» 7. 50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE* -.08082459
IMF = 7, 60000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -•08026376
IME = 7 -70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07969047
IME = 7- 80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07910626
IME = 7. 90000000 OUTPUT VOl.TAGE = -.07851255
IME = 3. oooocooo eUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.07791062
IME = 8. 10000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07730166
IME = 3. 20000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07668677
IME = 3 <-30C0G0C0 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07606694
IME = 8 1.40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.07544309
IME = 3 < 50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07431604
IME = p .60000000 OUTPUT V0LTAGE= -.07418657
IME = g .70000000 9UTPUT VOL.TAGE = -.07355537
I
>yr
- 3 .80000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07292303
I
M E = 8 .90000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.07229029
IME = 9 .oooocooo QUT D UT VOLTAGEs -.07165753
IME = a . 10000000 OUTPUT V0LTAGE= -.07102527
I :
J E = 9 .30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs - .07039397
IME = Q .30000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.06976403
T Mr s 9 .40000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.06913532
I M E = a .50000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE -.06850966
IME = Q .6 000 0000 ftUTPUT VOLTAGEs -.06788585
t vr = g •70000000 OUTPUT VOLTAGE= -.06726468
IME = 9 sooocooc 9UTPUT VOLTAGEs -.06664638
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.350207113 -9 .1135006 3
.35 r 63'+131 -8 .90551457
.367311271 -3 •699314 89
.376058293 -8 •49489660
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